7th Spanish Forest Congress

The Spanish Forest Congress is the most important event that the Spanish Society of Forest Sciences (SECF) organises. It is celebrated every four years and constitutes the principal forum of meeting for the Spanish forest professionals. Its aim is to present the results of the investigations and experiences in matters of sciences and forest technologies arisen between one Congress and the following one, to promote the analysis and the debate to find new ideas and proposals that improve the forest management and to orientate the politics in the sector so that it converges with the interests of the society.

On a dedicated session about mobilising forest resources, Juan Picos, expert of the EIP AGRI focus group on forest biomass will present the preliminary results of the focus group.

Note that the event is in Spanish.

For more information visit the website of the event (in Spanish).

Dates:
Monday, 26 June, 2017 - 08:30 to Friday, 30 June, 2017 - 15:00

Type of event: Conference